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FOREWORD
Cyberspace increasingly resembles nothing so much as the old American Wild West, with no real sheriff and with botnets as the outlaws with
guns. Botnets, or groups of computers infected with malicious software
that are controlled as a single network, enable much of the internet’s
cybercrime. They do so by allowing those who control the network to
harness supercomputing-level power for nefarious purposes. Botnets
are used to spread spam, send phishing emails, guess passwords, break
encryption, and launch distributed denial of service attacks. Despite
high-profile efforts to eliminate botnets, their number has continued
to increase.
As Jason Healey and Robert K. Knake argue in this new Council
Special Report, the conventional wisdom that botnets are a problem
to be managed aims too low. Botnets can cause serious harm by allowing foreign governments to stifle free speech abroad and enabling them
to shut down countries’ domestic networks or even the internet globally. Additionally, the economic harm botnets cause is likely to increase
significantly over time as the number of internet-connected devices
surges. Thus, policymakers should increase their ambition and seek to
rid the world of botnets. While having zero botnets may be impossible,
the authors conclude that setting such an ambitious target is necessary
to focus policy.
The authors propose several innovative policy prescriptions. They
suggest policymakers should work to establish the principle that states
are responsible for the harm that botnets based within their borders
cause to others. Internet service providers should hold each other
accountable for the bad traffic leaving their networks. Incentives should
be introduced so the makers of internet-connected devices take steps
to secure their devices. Components of the internet ecosystem that are
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used by botnets should be pressured to police themselves and prevent
their services from being used for criminal purposes. Finally, an international effort to take down botnets may be necessary should these
measures fail to arrest their growth.
The prevalence of botnets and the problems they cause presents
further evidence that many of the challenges of the twenty-first century cannot be contained within borders or addressed at the national
level. Instead, to minimize botnets’ ability to do harm, countries should
apply the concept of sovereign obligation, or the notion that sovereign
states have not only rights but also obligations vis-à-vis other countries.
Governments would have the obligation not just to avoid engaging in
prohibited activities but also to do everything in their power to prevent
other parties from carrying out those activities from their territory. If
countries were to assume such responsibilities, the world would move
closer to meeting the target of zero botnets, something that would be in
the interest of any entity with a benign agenda.
Richard N. Haass
President
Council on Foreign Relations
November 2018
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INTRODUCTION
Botnets are the bane of the internet. Criminals use these groups of computers infected with malicious software to propagate spam, send phishing emails, guess passwords, impersonate users, and break encryption.
Their most pernicious use, however, is to carry out distributed denial of
service (DDoS) attacks. DDoS attacks harness the power of the individual computers that make up the botnet to send internet traffic to a
target, thereby blocking legitimate traffic. As much as 30 percent of all
internet traffic may be attributable to botnets, and most of that traffic is
from DDoS attacks.1
Most DDoS attacks are criminal in nature, often used by companies
to take down their competitors’ websites or servers; however, China,
Russia, and Iran have all harnessed botnets for geopolitical purposes.
China has carried out DDoS attacks against the New York Times, the
Falun Gong, and Chinese Christian churches in the United States.
Russia carried out DDoS attacks through proxies against Estonia in
2007, following Estonia’s removal of a statue commemorating Russian soldiers in Tallinn, and in 2008, in conjunction with Russia’s military operations against Georgia. Iran carried out a series of sustained,
large-scale attacks against the U.S. financial sector from 2011 to 2013
in response to alleged U.S. action against its nuclear program. These
attacks reportedly cost some banks upward of $20 million per month to
keep their websites available to customers.
Conventional wisdom is that botnets and the problems they create
need to be “managed”—that botnets and the harm that they cause are,
though a problem, simply part of an open and global internet. Interventions to reduce botnet infections will, therefore, end up harming the
vibrancy of the internet, hurting innovation, and stifling freedom. This
view is wrong for three reasons.
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First, it fails to take seriously the harm to society created when foreign governments directly attack protected freedoms by stifling free
speech in the United States. That the U.S. government has appeared
powerless to do anything to stop them should be of great concern. When
the website of technology reporter Brian Krebs was taken offline by a
DDoS attack, Krebs was only able to get his website back online once
Google took over and absorbed the attack through its Project Shield
program.2 Relying on a private company with profit motives to protect
free speech in the United States, and globally, raises concerns.
Second, a motivated nation-state actor could easily harness millions
of systems to shut down countries’ domestic networks or target core
internet infrastructure and shut the internet down globally. For foreign
governments, there are certainly scenarios where they might judge such
actions to be to their advantage.
Finally, while the economic harms may be manageable today, they
likely will not be tomorrow. Cybercrime today may cost the global economy $600 billion per year, with much of that loss tied to botnets, and
those losses are only set to grow.3 The internet of things (IoT) is leading
to massive growth in the number of internet-connected devices. These
devices are often not built with security in mind and are rarely updated
once installed, resulting in known vulnerabilities that can be exploited
by adversaries but are unlikely to be patched. They are therefore more
likely to be vulnerable to takeover as part of a botnet, and the infection
is less likely to be discovered and remediated. In 2016, the Mirai botnet
knocked the domain-name service provider Dyn offline along with
many of its clients, including Airbnb, Amazon, GitHub, HBO, Netflix,
PayPal, and Twitter. Criminals carried out the attack with just a fraction
of the bots they had at their control.
Harnessing even a small percentage of vulnerable IoT devices would
give a malicious actor the ability to flood the internet with traffic that
could disrupt core functions. As the remaining three billion people
who are not yet on the internet come online, the infection rates of these
users’ IoT devices are likely to be high. About sixteen billion devices are
connected to the internet today, and both that number and the number
of vulnerable and infected devices are expected to double in the next
five years. Even if only the tiniest fraction of these devices is infected
with botnets, malicious actors will have enormous disruptive potential
at their disposal. Thus an ambitious goal of zero botnets is necessary.
To achieve that goal, information security experts first need to do
a better job of measuring current botnet activity and set incremental
goals for reductions. Nations and international institutions should then
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work to establish the principle that states are responsible for the harm
that botnets based within their borders cause to others. When governments are unable or unwilling to be responsible, other states may
be justified in taking action, in or out of the cyber domain, to thwart
cross-border effects. Similarly, at the internet service provider (ISP)
level, good stewards of online spaces need to hold other ISPs accountable for the bad traffic leaving their networks. The makers of devices
that are vulnerable to becoming parts of botnets need to be incentivized
to secure their devices, and the resellers of those devices should use their
leverage to hold them accountable. Hosting providers, name registrars,
and other components of the internet ecosystem that are used by botnets should be pressured to police themselves and prevent their services
from being used for criminal purposes. Finally, when these measures
fail to suppress the growth of botnets, an ongoing international effort
to take down botnets is necessary.
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THE POWER OF ZERO
Zero is a powerful concept often used as a tool to galvanize policy
action. Setting a target of zero for undesirable outcomes signals that
any occurrence is unacceptable. As progress is made, occurrences
become exceptions that trigger forceful responses to understand what
went wrong and prevent the same patterns from being repeated.
In the aviation industry, no passenger on a U.S.-registered commercial airline had been killed as the result of a crash or accident in over nine
years until the recent death of a passenger on Southwest Flight 1380 in
April 2018. That incident triggered a thorough review of engine safety
and the protocols by which engine safety is confirmed. For the flying
public, regulators, airline stockholders, and operators, zero is the only
acceptable number of safety incidents.
Policymakers are taking a similar approach in areas such as traffic
accidents and public health policy. The mayors of Los Angeles, New
York, Washington, DC, and thirty other cities are pursuing so-called
Vision Zero programs for traffic and pedestrian fatalities. The effort
is based on a program begun in Sweden twenty years ago. In the public
health domain, multiple vaccination efforts aim for zero infections
worldwide. Smallpox vaccination efforts successfully reached the goal
of zero new infections in 1978. Efforts to combat polio have resulted in
just twenty-two new infections worldwide in 2017.
Of course, completely eliminating botnets is likely an impossible
goal. Similarly, the world is unlikely to ever get to zero nuclear weapons (the goal of the Global Zero movement embraced by President
Barack Obama in 2009), just as Sweden, New York City, and Washington, DC, are not likely to have zero traffic deaths (the goal of Vision
Zero). But sometimes an extreme goal is necessary to focus policy. As
the data shows, extremely low infection rates (less than 0.1 percent
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in the United States today) can still allow for powerful botnets to be
assembled. Thus, infection rates need to be driven well below that
number to effectively zero.
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MEASURING THE
CURRENT STATE
OF BOTNET INFECTIONS
Botnet infections vary greatly across the globe, with extremely low
infection rates in undeveloped countries, high rates in developing
countries, and low and improving rates of infection in the developed
world. In the developed world, some countries have taken active steps
to drive botnet infections to nearly zero. Notably, Finland has an active
and voluntary partnership with its ISPs to notify the owners of infected
systems and, if necessary, quarantine them. Finland consistently has
one of the lowest infection rates among developed countries. Other
national efforts have been less effective. Japan created its Cyber Clean
Center in 2008 to reduce infection rates but, by most metrics, continues to have a significant botnet problem. Germany has led a multiyear
effort to reduce domestic botnet infections, but its approach is nowhere
near as effective as Finland’s. The United States, without a coordinated
national approach or a legal requirement, compares favorably to many
other countries that have such approaches or requirements. Data provided by Spamhaus, an international organization that tracks botnet
activities, places the United States at number fourteen on the list of
countries with the most botnet infections (see table 1).
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Tabl e 1. COUN TR I E S WI T H T HE MOST BOTNE T
I NFECT IONS

Source: Spamhaus, 2018.
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However, on a per capita basis, U.S. networks are among the
cleanest in the world. Among Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries, the United States has the
eighth-cleanest network (see table 2), possibly due to lower rates of
pirated or unsupported software and the prevalence of antivirus software. Germany comes in at twelve on the list, Japan at sixteen.4
Yet in light of the past and potential harm that botnets cause,
even infection rates that are well below one-tenth of 1 percent are too
high, given the large and growing number of systems on the internet.
Although the United States has an infection rate that is among the
lowest in the world, the country was also one of the top five source
countries for DDoS attacks in each quarter of 2017 (see table 3).5 Thus,
managing the botnet problem requires driving the absolute number of
infections to or near zero.
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Tabl e 2. RANK I NG OF BOTNE T I NFECT ION RATE S
AMONG T WEN T Y OECD COUN TR I E S

Source: Spamhaus, 2018.
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Tabl e 3. TOP FI VE SOURCE COUN TR I E S FOR DDoS
AT TACK S, 201 7

Source: McKeay, “State of the Internet / Security: Q4 2017 Report.”
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WHY BOTNETS PERSIST
Despite high-profile efforts to tackle botnets, the number of botnets
and infected systems only continues to grow. Past efforts have been
disjointed and focused separately on either ISP notifications to owners
of infected systems or coordinated law enforcement efforts to arrest
so-called botmasters and disrupt the infrastructure they use to control
their botnets.
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) worked with
the major ISPs under the Communications Security, Reliability, and
Interoperability Council (CSRIC) to produce the Anti-Bot Code of
Conduct in 2012.6 This code is a voluntary effort to educate customers on botnets, detect botnet activities, notify customers of suspected
infection, and provide information on how to remediate botnet infections. While many ISPs adopted the practices promoted in the code of
conduct, their effectiveness remains unclear.
In April 2013, the FBI announced Operation Clean Slate, which
had the stated goal of reducing or eliminating botnets that threatened
the economic security of the United States and the privacy of its citizens.7 Although the FBI enjoyed a string of successes in shutting down
some botnets, these efforts have not led to a measurable reduction in
the number of botnets, the number of infected devices, or the harm
that botnets cause.
A more comprehensive approach beyond law enforcement and ISP
notification and quarantine is necessary to addresses the problem from
multiple vectors. The challenges of eliminating botnets stem from three
categories: existing and new technologies; operational, organizational,
and process issues; and policy and economics.
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NEW AND EXISTING TECHNOLOGIES
The ease of spoofing. Criminals leading DDoS attacks take advantage of every opportunity to cover their tracks and make it difficult
for responders to identify the source of the attack. Because DDoS
attacks do not require two-way communication and instead simply
flood the victim with traffic, botmasters often program their malware
to “spoof,” or fake, the internet protocol (IP) address that data packets
originate from—i.e., make it look like the data is coming from a different address—so it is difficult to identify the sources of the attack. The
United States has the largest number of spoofable IP blocks, but these
represent just 4.8 percent of all its IP addresses in sample data. In many
developing countries, 100 percent of IP blocks are spoofable.8 In the
late 1990s, members of the internet security community developed
a protocol to address this problem, called Best Common Practice 38.
The protocol called on ISPs to implement “egress filtering,” in which
any packets claiming to be from IP addresses that they had not been
assigned are blocked.
Bulletproof hosting. Bulletproof hosting providers are those that host
criminal activity that legitimate hosting companies will not abide.
No improved system of abuse reporting will change how bulletproof
hosting providers operate. They are often located in countries with
weak law enforcement, high levels of corruption, or poor relations
with the West. Often offering services at low cost, these providers
claim that they do not have the resources to police users’ content or
respond to every report of abuse. Because they almost always host
some legitimate businesses that are drawn by cut-rate services, shutting them down outright or stopping all traffic coming from them is
not an appropriate response.
The growth of IoT. IoT technologies make managing the botnet problem more difficult. The sheer number of devices means that even a low
rate of infection can give malicious actors access to incredibly large
numbers of compromised devices. Moreover, the “set and forget”
nature of these devices means that owners are less likely to install software updates or otherwise secure their devices. Much of the predicted
growth in IoT devices is because they are inexpensive, which leads to
poor development practices and thus less secure devices. Furthermore,
60 percent of all internet applications contain open-source components with known software vulnerabilities.9
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The emergence of cryptocurrencies. Much of the value that criminals
gain from operating botnets and DDoS extortion schemes comes from
cryptocurrencies such as bitcoin and ethereum. Criminals will begin a
DDoS attack and then demand a payment in cryptocurrency to stop it—
typically far less than a DDoS mitigation firm would charge. Cryptocurrencies allow criminals to demand ransom payments that are
not easily traced through the financial system—gone are the days of
unmarked briefcases of nonsequential $100 bills. Although all bitcoin
transactions are publicly recorded in the associated blockchain, the
individuals associated with these transactions are unknown by design.
The development of “tumbling” services that combine noncriminal
cryptocurrency transactions with criminal ones makes it difficult for
law enforcement to target remaining vulnerable points in the system,
such as when criminals seek to convert virtual currencies to fiat currencies. Newer currencies like monero, zcash, and dash are seemingly
designed expressly for criminal transactions.10
OPERATIONAL, ORGANIZATIONAL, AND PROCESS ISSUES
The complexity of botnet takedowns. Coordinated takedowns of botnets by law enforcement, ISPs, software companies, security firms, and
academia can dramatically reduce the number of infected machines
worldwide and the associated ills. Yet maintaining persistent efforts
over time has proven difficult. Botnet takedowns are no one’s full-time
job. In a ten-year period, twenty-three partial or total botnet takedowns
occurred (see table 4). Takedowns proceed in fits and starts: 2012 saw
four botnet takedowns, followed by three in 2013, one in 2014, three
in 2015, one in 2016, and two in 2017.11 The most effective takedowns
involve a wide array of parties that act in concert to attack the botnet
from multiple angles: court orders are used to seize servers and web
domains globally, law enforcement arrests known and accessible members of the criminal organization behind the botnet, ISPs sinkhole
traffic, software vendors push patches, and, under law enforcement
authority, technical experts attempt to take over or delete the underlying malware all at once.
Leadership of these efforts has been diffuse. No single organization is responsible for coordinating takedowns. Microsoft alone has
pursued more than a dozen. Cybersecurity firms including CrowdStrike, FireEye, Lastline, Symantec, and TrendMicro have led other
efforts. The FBI, the U.S. Department of Justice, and the Secret Service have also coordinated efforts. Formal and informal third-party
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Tabl e 4. MAJOR BOTNE T TAKEDOWNS OF T HE PA ST
DECADE

Source: Authors’ research.

organizations, including Europol’s European Cybercrime Center, the
Internet Systems Consortium, Malware Anti-Abuse Working Group,
Mariposa Working Group, National Cyber Forensics Training Alliance, and Spamhaus have coordinated takedowns. These efforts draw
on a limited pool of technical talent and strain the resources of the organizations that contribute to the effort. In short, botnet takedowns are
no one’s day job.
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Broken processes for abuse reporting. Processes for reporting DDoS
attacks, other malicious activity, and vulnerable systems are broken.
Hosting providers and ISPs often ignore abuse reports or address them
only slowly. Effectively reporting abuse often relies on an informal—
and not always effective—network of individuals at companies that
span the globe. The efforts of one victim of Mirai illustrate this problem well: As the attack against ProxyPipe, a DDoS mitigation provider
for Minecraft servers, continued, Robert Coelho, the company’s vice
president, was unable to keep his clients’ servers accessible. He resorted
to filing abuse complaints with the hosting providers and ISPs that supported the botmaster’s command-and-control server that directed the
attack. Coelho concluded that the control server was being run out of
a notorious bulletproof hosting provider in Ukraine. That provider,
BlazingFast, did not respond to abuse reports from Coelho, nor did
BlazingFast’s DDoS mitigation service, Voxility. Coelho then contacted four upstream ISPs that provided no assistance before a fifth ISP,
the Finnish TeliaSonera, responded to his request and shut down the
control server’s connectivity over its network. “The action by Telia cut
the size of the attacks launched by the botnet down to 80 Gbps,” a level
of traffic that ProxyPipe could manage.12
Yet a faster, automated system for abuse reporting could create its
own problems. Even for companies that intend to be good stewards
of cyberspace, such a system could result in the equivalent of “swatting” online, where abuse systems are misused to shut down legitimate
activity.13 Some companies have developed verified networks among
trusted parties to automate this process. Hosting providers and ISPs
that are not responsive face few repercussions. Lacking any third-party
recourse, victims of malicious activity are on their own to work with
often indifferent and hostile corporations.
Poor mechanisms for international cooperation. The role of national
computer emergency response teams (CERTs) is ill-defined within the
internet ecosystem: only some have the ability to provide assistance
to foreign governments and foreign corporations. In countries with
national telecommunications providers and laws that favor notification
and quarantine, national CERTs play a useful role. In the United States,
the Computer Emergency Readiness Team has only a limited ability to
assist in the event of a DDoS attack.
The difficulty of identifying infected system owners. When network
defenders are able to trace infected or vulnerable systems back to the
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networks where they are located, they often are only able to go as far as
the ISP that is providing service. In the United States, ISPs are not permitted to share information about their customers with third parties
based on statutory language in the Electronic Communications Privacy
Act (ECPA). This prohibition extends to government agencies unless a
law enforcement subpoena is issued. Internationally, identification of
system owners is also hampered by local laws such as the Global Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) in the European Union. Now coming
into force, GDPR treats IP addresses as personal data that is subject to
protection. Thus efforts to notify the owner of the system and encourage remediation action need to rely on the ISP (unless the system is on
the network of a large corporation with its own address space). Many
ISPs have been reluctant to notify customers actively of infections due
to costs and privacy concerns.
POLICY AND ECONOMIC ISSUES
Economic incentives that favor the attacker. According to cybersecurity expert Jim Lewis, “a botnet costing only $60 a day can inflict as
much as $720,000 in damages on victim organizations, and the hackers
controlling the botnets enjoy a profit margin of over 70% when renting
their services out to other criminals.”14 Interventions that will raise the
costs of carrying out these attacks as well as lowering the profits should
be identified and implemented.
Perverse incentives for DDoS mitigation. Companies that provide
DDoS mitigation services do not want to see the attacks stop—they
want them to continue at manageable levels. As Coelho, vice president
at ProxyPipe, put it in a text exchange with the botmaster behind Mirai,
“We just wanted the attacks to get smaller”—he did not say he wanted
the attacks to stop.15
DDoS mitigation is a growing business. Companies like Akamai
and Cloudflare offer flat-rate services that act like an insurance policy
and properly align incentives so mitigation providers have an interest
in cleaning up the ecosystem. Feedback loops from DDoS victims to
botnet sources could eventually drive down botnet numbers to zero,
but they are still a work in progress.
Indirect costs of botnets. Botnets cause harm typically not to the systems
they infect but to third parties. Botnets’ use of computing resources and
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bandwidth does not appear to be of significant concern to the owners
and operators of most infected systems. Some individuals do not worry
about their personal information being stolen and barely notice the
performance hit their computers take while they mine cryptocurrencies for others. Some companies turn a blind eye to the theft of their
intellectual property. Yet though botmasters extract whatever value
they can from infected systems, the real value in maintaining a botnet is
using it to target third parties.
Privacy concerns and a lack of economic incentives for ISP action. Net
neutrality has in the past contributed to ISPs’ hands-off approach, with
ISPs maintaining that as common carriers they are obligated to pass on
traffic unless it causes a direct harm to their own systems—not to other
ISPs or end users farther downstream. With the FCC’s termination of
net neutrality rules, ISPs’ concern over violating net neutrality by blocking botnet activity has been addressed. Moreover, changes to the ECPA
by the Cybersecurity Act of 2015 give ISPs broad exemptions from liability for blocking malicious traffic. The broader problem remains that
many ISPs do not see fighting botnets as part of their business model;
filtering out DDoS traffic for customers or providing additional bandwidth to victims is good business. ISPs are not likely to embrace blocking their customers’ access to the internet, at least in the U.S. market. A
more promising approach, which AT&T and CenturyLink are testing,
does not try to clean up the infections but instead disrupts their command and control on the network so that the botmaster cannot direct
the activities of the bots, rendering the threat from them inert.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
In Executive Order 13800, U.S. President Donald J. Trump directed the
Department of Commerce and the Department of Homeland Security to work with the private sector to identify ways of “dramatically
reducing threats perpetrated by automated and distributed attacks
(e.g., botnets).” The ensuing report, “Enhancing the Resilience of the
Internet and Communications Ecosystem Against Botnets and Other
Automated, Distributed Threats,” released in May 2018, is an invaluable resource in defining the problem, and many of its recommendations inform those below.16 What is missing from this effort that was
informed by dozens of organizations with a stake in reducing the threat
of botnets is a clear and measurable goal. Establishing a global goal of
zero botnets is the first step in addressing the problem.
From there, national commitments to achieve zero botnets within
national networks should be sought. Interim goals and systems to
measure progress toward those goals are crucial. Such goals could be
addressed primarily within national bounds. Goals should be set over
specific time frames based on the number of connected devices within
a country. Developed countries should have more stringent requirements and faster time lines, with less onerous initial requirements for
developing countries.
SET A GLOBAL GOAL AND MEASURE STATES AGAINST IT
To achieve zero botnets, it is necessary to set interim goals and measure
progress against them. Botnet goals should be agreed to by political
leaders, along with civil society and the executives of global companies.
Setting these goals and having major partners agree to them is the most
important first step to creating a movement.
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These goals should start with an agreement to target the achievement of zero botnets by major ISPs, which could be as simple as a
podium handshake by the presidents of the United States and China.
A larger community can then develop more concrete metrics, norms,
and implementation. Those involved can course-correct as they see
successes and failures in meeting these milestones, and harvest lessons
learned from countries and companies that succeed. Agreeing on metrics and measuring success against them will be difficult. Spamhaus
and other organizations have been tracking botnets and infection rates
by country for years.17 Likewise, the Cyber Green Initiative has been
working to track botnets scientifically.18 Such groups can measure the
progress toward zero botnets.
ESTABLISH THE PRINCIPLE OF STATE RESPONSIBILITY
FOR THE HARMS CAUSED BY BOTNETS
As twenty-first-century challenges like terrorism, nuclear proliferation, and pollution have become national security challenges,
notions of national sovereignty have also changed. Rather than being
an absolute right of states, sovereignty now comes with sovereign
responsibility to the citizens of states and sovereign obligations to
other states.19 Botnets cause harm to individuals, to companies, and
to states, but only when the harm is cross-border in nature does it
become an international policy concern, in which the state causing
the harm has a sovereign obligation to other states to address it.20 By
this line of reasoning, states could choose to allow high rates of botnet
infections as long as the harm they cause is limited to their own territory. They should, however, be held liable by the international system
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for any harm caused to other states if they are not proactively and
cooperatively working to respond to it.
ENCOURAGE INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION AND ACTION
States should have both carrot and stick inducements for taking action
to reduce the prevalence of botnets on their national networks. Placing states on a spectrum of responsibility may be useful. First would be
states that are actively using botnets to coerce other states: these should
be specifically targeted by international institutions. Next would be
states that harbor the criminal enterprises behind botnet operations.
States that are simply unable to police what is happening inside their
borders would be on the bottom of the spectrum.
With this framework in mind, incentives could then be used to help
those on the bottom end of the spectrum achieve reductions. Penalties such as shaming, limiting investment, and sanctions could target
those states that are actively using botnets or harboring those that do.
Developed states will need to provide support to developing nations for
reducing botnet activity, including by helping address long-standing
problems in the ecosystem, such as the prevalence of pirated software.
The U.S. government, like-minded nations, and corporations with an
interest in reducing botnet activity should fund an annual report by
an independent third-party organization to track state-level success in
reducing botnets.
Once international obligations are set up, failure to respond could
provide reasonable grounds for nations to take limited action to prevent, in the narrowest way possible, the harm without causing more
harm in return. For instance, in the event that a country fails to establish
mechanisms to receive and act on abuse complaints in a timely fashion,
a foreign government could authorize the takedown of a commandand-control server. Taking actions such as this should be done as a last
resort given that states might perceive them as a violation of sovereignty
and a hostile action, no matter how limited.
CREATE INCENTIVES FOR ISPS TO CLEAN UP NETWORKS
Some ISPs detect when a customer is infected with malware, notify that
person by text, and then divert them to a “walled garden” where they
are unable to access the wider internet until the computer is cleaned,
sometimes with help from the ISP. Critically, it is not the person who
is barred from the internet, as that would limit free speech, but rather
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the device that is causing harm to others. Yet although this practice has
been in place for a over a decade, it is not accepted as a common responsibility of ISPs.
Although ISPs are wary of regulation in this space, ISPs as a community could self-police. ISPs could agree to a standard wherein, for
instance, an ISP with one hundred million devices or a petabyte of traffic a month could be allowed a certain percentage of infected devices,
or emissions. If the ISP had more than that, it would have to pay a fee or
buy credits from a cleaner network until it was able to bring the number
down below the threshold.
SET STANDARDS TO KEEP DEVICES
FROM BEING EASILY COMPROMISED
As the report to the president concludes, “Performance-based security capability baselines—which identify suites of voluntary standards,
specifications, and security mechanisms that represent the combination of best practices for lifecycle security for a particular threat environment—are needed to accelerate the development and deployment
of IoT devices and systems that are less vulnerable to compromise
throughout their lifecycles.”21 What the report does not do is identify who should develop these standards; yet the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) has already completed much of the
preliminary work to produce such standards and has an excellent track
record of working with industry. The president or secretary of commerce should direct NIST to quickly establish standards for IoT device
security. These standards should include the following.
•

Eliminating known vulnerabilities at the time of production. Opensource components should be the most updated versions, and device
manufacturers should scan for vulnerabilities in the code they write.

•

Following best practices for device hardening. The standards should
also require manufacturers to put in place measures that make it more
difficult for adversaries to compromise devices.

•

Making devices updatable. New operational technology is likely to
persist in the environment far longer than office technology, so it is
crucial that IoT devices have the capacity for remote and automatic
updates to address security flaws. Such updates should be automated
by default, with users able to choose to test updates before deployment.
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•

Maintaining a “bill of materials” for software components. As
vulnerabilities are discovered in open-source components, owners of
technology should know whether software has been built with secure
components.

•

Providing unique passwords for each device. Entire production runs
of IoT devices often use the same default passwords. Changing this
procedure would eliminate the easiest method attackers use to gain
control of devices.22

USE MARKET PRESSURE TO INCENTIVIZE DEVICE MAKERS
TO MEET STANDARDS
Just as cars cannot be sold if they pollute excessively, resellers should
refuse to sell products that have not been demonstrated to be secure.
Consumer Reports and other organizations are developing cybersecurity ratings for electronic devices.23 This effort will take time to mature
but is the right mechanism to reduce the spread of insecure devices. If
done right, it can better align markets and incentives at low cost but
with great effect.
Beyond transparency, retailers should refuse to sell products that
do not meet the NIST standards. Walmart and Amazon are already
the most powerful “regulators” on a host of issues: they specify the
size of containers and the shape of packaging they allow. Requiring
that IoT devices meet security standards would do more than almost
any other action to reduce the prevalence of botnets. BestBuy’s decision to cease selling Kaspersky Lab’s antivirus software following
U.S. government claims that it was tied to Kremlin spying is a precedent for such action.
Similar actions on insecure devices could have a significant effect.
Banks, often the victims of DDoS attacks, should apply pressure on
device makers and resellers by refusing to lend to companies that do
not meet standards. Regulators for critical infrastructure should ban
devices that do not meet the standard. Although in the current political
climate it is unlikely that new regulatory powers will be granted, regulators with existing authority should set this requirement.
CALL OUT ENABLERS OF BOTNET ACTIVITY
Successful campaigns that employ the concept of zero (e.g., in traffic
accidents or plane crashes) actively measure progress and publicize
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both successes and failures in the attempt to reach that goal. Such transparency could help pressure those responsible for botnet activity.
Cybercriminals often turn to leading cloud-computing services
when they need computing resources for command and control of
DDoS attacks. In 2017, OVH, the target of DDoS attacks carried out
by Mirai, hosted the most botnet command-and-control servers in the
world; Amazon hosted the second most.24 Most of these commandand-control servers were created by simply purchasing the company’s
services, typically with stolen credit card numbers bought on the dark
web. The U.S.-based registrar NameCheap is the most popular place for
botnet operators to purchase web addresses for command and control
(botnets need to contact web domains to receive instructions). NameCheap accounted for 11,878 registrations for botnet operation in 2017,
one-quarter of all such registrations.
Law enforcement, shareholders, and customers could pressure the
sellers of cloud computing and web domains favored by cyber criminals
to make the operation of botnets much more difficult. Rapidly identifying and removing accounts involved in this criminal activity is well
within the technical capability of these firms but, absent pressure to do
so, it is not in their financial interest. The United States and allies should
also place pressure on countries where this activity germinates through
naming and shaming, sanctions, and criminal prosecutions of botmasters and services that allow them to function.
If legitimate service providers police themselves and thus force
criminal groups to use providers that knowingly turn a blind eye, it will
be possible to isolate and punish these groups. ISPs have in the past
blocked such providers from accessing large portions of the internet.
Taking these actions more broadly, however, will only be tenable once
these groups stand out more from the current high level of malicious
activity. ISPs are already experimenting with mechanized ways to drop
bad traffic.
ESTABLISH AN INDEPENDENT ORGANIZATION
FOR BOTNET TAKEDOWNS
Even when takedowns deliver incredible results, success is usually
the output of an outstanding level of work. This should be changed so
that takedowns can happen at scale, with the benefits outweighing the
input. As one editor explained in a TechTarget blog, “If we determine
that a botnet is sending millions of messages a day—the command
servers are in Russia, part of the infrastructure is in Spain, and the bots
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are in North America—there has to be a way for all of these groups to
cooperate in real time, or really quickly. Because when you take down
a botnet, if you don’t take down the whole structure at the same time,
it is very easy for these guys to seize control and redirect all that traffic
somewhere else.”25
Botnet takedowns involve high-skilled, time-consuming technical
work and are no one’s full-time job. But they should be. One possibility would be establishing cyber incident collaboration organizations
(CICOs).26 One such group could focus on each major type of incident,
such as counter-DDoS or counter–malware outbreaks. The counterbotnet CICO would be “global and led by the private sector, with membership including the global organizations that have had the largest
role in takedowns—such as, say, Microsoft, FireEye, and the Department of Justice.” This group would work with related CICOs against
malicious software and DDoS attacks, as these are often related. Such
groups “cannot simply be a new organization with additional overhead.
Rather, the goal of a CICO should be to streamline the current response
process for an incident type; to provide an umbrella to make such work
easier or to upscale it.”27
A relatively small organization funded at $10 million per year over
a five-year period would likely be capable of carrying out multiple takedowns per year. This organization could also measure botnets globally
and provide technical assistance to countries and companies struggling
to reduce their infection rates. Funding such an organization could be
a challenge, but given the costs that DDoS attacks cause, supporting
an organization that reduces the threat would be in the interests of the
financial sector, the telecommunications sector, cloud-computing providers, and government agencies.
These groups should be international from their birth, not outgrowths of national cybersecurity bureaucracies. National CERTs
should be involved, but the required agility and ease of coordinating
across borders is likely to be too difficult for governments to do directly.
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CONCLUSION
The threat from botnets to the health of the internet and the modern,
digital economy that relies on it only continues to grow. With billions
of new devices set to join the internet in the next decade, now is the
time to put in place an international regime that works to keep vulnerable devices off the internet, mitigate devices once they have become
infected, and respond to the problems that infected devices cause.
Absent sustained, organized efforts to combat this problem, botnets
and the malicious actors that control them will take an ever-increasing
chunk of the value created by the internet and the systems connected
to it.
Zero botnets is an effective rallying cry to motivate the disparate
coalition of technology makers, ISPs, consumers, cybersecurity companies, nonprofits, and law enforcement organizations that are necessary to reduce botnet infections to levels at which they do not pose a
threat to the continued operation of the internet or the organizations
that operate on it. If properly motivated, such a coalition could, over
time, drive down botnet infection rates, increase the costs to malicious
actors to operate them, and deny them value for doing so.
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